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flexisign 8.6v2 + photoprint
6.1v2 (+ icc profiles) 2011 is an

imposing flexi family of the
programs which offers you

some high performance plus it
has been designed for the users
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with various different
requirements with the budget
option from the simple vinyl

cuttings to the raster processing
as well as printing of the large
as well as super large formats.
you can also download flexisign

pro 8.1. 1.when canon image
gateway is opened using

microsoft edge, images cannot
be given to my image garden or

easy-photoprint ex, with the
message stating that the

service is not available.use
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internet explorer.2.other than
photo print function, when

reading a raw image (tiff-raw)
taken by the digital camera

eos-1d or eos-1ds, the
thumbnail image of that raw

image is displayed in
black(preventive action)when

linking to zoombrowser ex (ver.
5.8 or later), launch easy-

photoprint ex after converting
the raw image to 16 bit-tiff, 8 bit-

tiff, or jpeg and save. then
select the saved image and it
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will be displayed as a thumbnail
image.3.when trying to open
the data (.el6) saved in photo
print, the error message failed

to load data.
appears.condition:when the

printer used for saving data in
easy-photoprint ex is different

from the one used for launching
easy-photoprint ex, and when
the media information (page

size or media type) included in
the saved data is not supported

in the driver where easy-
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photoprint ex is
launched.(preventive

action)install the same printer
driver as when the data was
saved.4.the [disc label/case

cover] function:(1) even when
the connected printer does not

support printing on the printable
disc, [disc label/case cover] is
always displayed in the main

menu of easy-photoprint ex.(2)
in case of (1), execute [disc
label/case cover], and the
warning message a printer
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supporting the selected paper
size is not installed. will be

displayed.5.the [disc label/case
cover] function:even when

clicking [disc label/case cover]
of easy-photoprint ex, cd label

print is not collaboratively
launched.
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